Dependence of absence seizure dynamics on physiological parameter evolution.
A neural field model of the corticothalamic system is applied to investigate the temporal and spectral characteristics of absence seizures in the presence of a temporally varying connection strength between the cerebral cortex and thalamus. Increasing connection strength drives the system into an absence seizure-like state once a threshold is passed and a supercritical Hopf bifurcation occurs. The dynamics and spectral characteristics of the resulting model seizures are explored as functions of maximum connection strength, time above threshold, and the rate at which the connection strength increases (ramp rate). Our results enable spectral and temporal characteristics of seizures to be related to changes in the underlying physiological evolution of connections via nonlinear dynamics and neural field theory. Spectral analysis reveals that the power of the harmonics and the duration of the oscillations increase as the maximum connection strength and the time above threshold increase. It is also found that the time to reach the stable limit-cycle seizure oscillation from the instability threshold decreases with the square root of the ramp rate.